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Beyond the print MIS –
The Midmarket Print Suite

Do you experience?
Too much time
is spent on
paperwork!

Invoices are
dispatched to the
client days or
weeks after the
completion of a
job.

There has to be a
better way!

Estimating process is slow
and doesn’t connect with job
costing, requiring
re-planning, duplicated
eﬀorts, and discarding of
work done in estimating.

Non-integrated
solutions require
redundant data
entry increasing
errors.

Jobs can get
“lost” in the
system.

How many jobs
need to run this
weekend?

WE’VE ALL HEARD THE SUGGESTIONS..

If you want to grow your business...

You need
an MIS

You need Print
Management
Software
You need
an ERP

What is an MIS ?
MIS: Management Information System
A Print MIS solution is an information system designed to serve the needs of a print production operation.
This type of system integrates data from all departments and provides management with the information required to
eﬀectively run the business on a day-to-day basis, as well as to support strategic, long-term growth decisions.
A solid print MIS system can reduce touchpoints by
increasing eﬃciencies, ultimately reducing costs.
Providing insight into the business, an MIS will allow you
to make smart decisions instead of reactionary decision,
stay in better contact with your customers, and more
eﬃciently manage your resources.
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Typical labor savings once a Print Management
Solution is implemented:
Accounting:

Estimating

- 50% reduction in accounts payable payment preparation

- 25% reduction in posting and reporting

- 75% reduction in preparing and typing statements
- 75% reduction in check preparation and posting

Inventory:

Job Costing
- 50% reduction in job cost preparation and
billing

- Up to 50% reduction in the cost of producing estimates
Source: Printing Estimating Principles and Practice, 3rd Edition Philip K. Ruggles, California Polytechnic State University
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But that isn’t enough…
Your goal is to be the best in the print business; provide excellent service to your customers while minimizing
your costs. Choosing a powerhouse print MIS system is important, but it is just the beginning.
Being able to provide your print customers with accurate and timely estimates, quick turn around times, and
real-time communications all while keeping costs to a minimum requires all of your systems working
together seamlessly. In addition, you need the confidence that the system you put in place today has the
flexibility to grow with your business into the future.
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Combine the power of the EFI Pace™
MIS system with our modular
components to meet your unique print
business needs.
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The EFI Midmarket Print Suite
A comprehensive portfolio of solutions with endto-end certified workflows that provide out-of-the
box value. Designed, built, and validated for rapid
evolution and Return on Investment (ROI). The
suite is scalable to meet your needs today and
grow with your business into the future.

EFI Midmarket Print Suite
New Revenue Generation

Efficiency & Profitability

• Cross Media Marketing
• eCommerce / Web to Print
• Customer Relationship Management
• Fulfillment & Warehouse

• Flexible Product Based Estimating
• Global Resource Scheduling
• Optimized Layout & Planning
• Business Intelligence

Pace
Production

Pre-Production

• Shop Floor Data Management
• Direct Machine Interface
• Shipping & Transportation
• Integrated DFE & Job Management

• Imposition and Composition
• Personalization
• Prepress Integration
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What is the Midmarket Print Suite?
The Midmarket Print Suite is your secret weapon to printing success. At its core is the
Pace™ MIS system which provides a robust foundation for your printing needs.
Encompassing your print business from customer order to shipment, the Midmarket
Print Suite provides solutions for:
•
•
•
•

New revenue generation through better customer management and expanding your oﬀering to
customer and prospects
Production by maximizing resource management such as machine interface, shop floor data, and
shipping
Eﬃciency & Profitability are increased with optimized layout and planning, eﬃcient estimating
processes, and improved scheduling
Pre-production is more fully realized by maximizing imposition and composition eﬃciencies
maximized and the ability to accurately determine the correct material for each job

As an innovator and the market leader, capable and committed to invest in helping you
adapt to changing market dynamics, EFI is ready to make a commitment to your
business.

“Having a unified system that has all
of the modules and all of the parts
in one database is superior.”
CHRIS BOUGHTON, DIRECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY
THOMSON-SHORE

Midmarket Print Suite
Marketing

Acquisition

Management

Pre-Production

EFI Pace
Optional Components
Estimating
Campaign
Management
Cross Media
Marketing

eCommerce
Web-to-Print

Order
Management

Purchasing

Post Production

AUTOCOUNT

AUTOCOUNT

Planning
AUTOCOUNT

AUTOCOUNT

Warehousing
& Fulfillment

Scheduling
Fiery
Central

CRM
Inventory

Variable Data
Printing

Intelligent
Quoting

Production

Costing

Remote
Desktops

Fiery®
Workflow

Shipping
VUTEk

Invoicing and
Receivables

GL and
Financials

Pre-Press
Workflows

Jetrion
Shop Floor
Data Collection

Direct Machine
Interface

Automation • Smart Software • End-to-End Optimization • TGO • Business Intelligence
Certified Workflows • Synchronized Version Releases
Revenue Generation • Differentiation

“Because of the eﬃcient, integrated
workflow, we are already able to
process double the work with the
same number of people while
achieving better turnaround times.”
TROY OLSEN, SYSTEMS MANAGER
PRINT NW

“As a direct result of having better
estimating standards with our MIS
solution, we’ve increased our profit
margins by about 5 percent, which is
big when you’re talking about an
average industry profit of 3 percent.”
CHUCK KINZER, CFO
OMAHA PRINT

The benefits of the Midmarket Print Suite
Automation
• Eliminate field data handling, submission delays and manual order entry
• Automate scheduling and maximize capacity utilization, eliminating bottlenecks, delays and waste

Visibility
• The ability to identify profitable and unprofitable work/customers
• Analysis and reporting, almost in real time, allowing you to make cost-saving adjustments

Eﬃciency
• Administrative eﬃciency as a result of the key-once only principle
• Speed of generating dockets, job tickets and work instructions
• Decrease ship to bill cycle resulting in greater cash flow

Reduction of errors
• Improve accuracy and reduce or eliminate preflight

Communication
• Ability to provide any-time, real-time status to customers and staﬀ

And more...
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“With tight budgets, and quicker turnaround
times, full computerized integration has become
not a convenience, but a necessity. Customers
want to know what’s going on, and we want to
know what our revenue is at the end of the day.
Our Print MIS solution really helps us answer
these questions.”
DAVID BALL-QUENNEVILLE, ESTIMATOR AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS
SUPPORT, IDEAL PRINTING

A truly integrated
print management solution
EFI Productivity Suite

Success is seldom linked to a single piece of equipment or software
-- it’s dependent on the global contributions of resources in all
departments.
The EFI Productivity Suite improves visibility, communication and
performance through certified end-to-end workflows designed to
optimize resource utilization, eliminate manual touchpoints, reduce
waste, grow revenue and boost the bottom line.

What if you could:
• Eliminate excessive information handling, submission delays and
manual order entry
• Automate scheduling and maximize capacity utilization, eliminating
costly bottlenecks, delays and waste
• Automate the delivery of job instructions, run lists and files to
production – improving accuracy and speed
• Track production and inventory, capturing and reporting costs in realtime

“Installing the right workflow
software can result in greater
eﬃciencies, elimination of
workflow pain points, happier
customers and employees, and
greater profits.”
JEFFREY STEELE
QUICK PRINTING MAGAZINE Q2 2015

Contact Us
http://www.efi.com/contact-me

Talk to a Specialist
800-875-7117

Learn More
www.efi.com/suite

• Provide visibility to management to make data-driven decisions in the
heat of the moment
• Have the confidence to know that the solution you have can fit your
current business needs and grow with you
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EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging textiles, ceramic tiles, and personalized documents, with a wide
range of printers, inks, digital front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms and streamlines the entire
production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting productivity.
Visit www.efi.com or call 800-875-7117 for more information.
Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statement provided with EFI products and services.
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